Expansion of defective NK cells in early HIV type 1C infection: a consequence of reduced CD161 expression.
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-1 infection compromises the natural killer (NK) cell function and leads to defective control on virus multiplication. One of the major features of HIV-1 infection is the expansion of a functionally compromised defective NK cell subset (CD56(-)CD16(+)). We analyzed the NK cell subsets in early HIV infection to determine the effect of NK cell perturbation on the viral load set point, a marker of disease progression. We report that the defective NK cells are expanded in early HIV infection within 6-8 months of acquiring infection and are correlated with a higher plasma viral load set point, suggesting its utility as a predictive marker for disease progression. The expression of CD161, a molecular marker responsible for proliferation and differentiation of NK cells, was significantly down-regulated in the defective NK cells as compared to slow progressors (p=0.0009) and healthy controls (p=0.0003) and was correlated with a higher viral load set point in early HIV-1 infection (r=-0.6154, p=0.03), suggesting the probable role of CD161 expression in the impaired proliferation and differentiation of defective NK cells into the functional NK cells in early HIV infection. The reduction in CD161 expression on the defective NK cells in early HIV infection is thus indicative of the role of innate immune cells in early control of HIV infection.